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Creating single-atom and single-photon sources from entangled atomic ensembles
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Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, 1150 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

~Received 14 March 2002; published 16 December 2002!

We discuss the application of dipole blockade techniques for the preparation of single-atom and single-
photon sources. A deterministic protocol is given for loading a single atom in an optical trap, as well as ejecting
a controlled number of atoms in a desired direction. A single-photon source with an optically controlled
beamlike emission pattern is described.
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Quantum-information science builds on the laws of qu
tum mechanics to transmit, store, and process informatio
varied and powerful ways. Advances in this field rely on o
ability to manipulate coherently isolated quantum obje
while eliminating incoherent interactions with the surroun
ing environment. It was proposed two decades ago that
availability of single-photon sources would enable sec
transmission of information without risk of eavesdroppi
@1#. Single-photon sources have since been proposed an
alized using a number of different approaches@2#, and dem-
onstrated for information transmission@3#. Another example
of a physical embodiment of quantum information is pr
vided by a single neutral atom, the internal states of wh
can be used to represent a quantum bit or ‘‘qubit.’’ Plac
individual atoms on a lattice defined by optical beams a
allowing them to interact is one of the approaches curre
being explored for constructing a quantum computer@4#.

In this Brief Report we describe some approaches for c
ating single-atom and single-photon sources for use in qu
tum information science. These ideas build on the availa
ity of an entangled mesoscopic atomic ensemble tha
prepared using dipole-dipole interactions of highly excit
Rydberg atoms as described by Lukinet al. @5#. While Lukin
et al. emphasized the application of mesoscopic many-a
qubits for quantum logic we discuss here how to comb
many-atom entanglement with laser cooling and trapp
techniques for loading a single-atom into an optical trap,
well as creating single-atom and single-photon sources.
show that both atoms and photons can be extracted
well-defined propagation directions.

Consider a collection ofN atoms at positionsr j each with
nondegenerate ground statesua&, ub&, intermediate states
ue&, and highly excited Rydberg statesur & as shown in the
inset of Fig. 1. We envision that the atoms have been la
cooled tomK temperatures, and confined to a volume o
few mm3 defined by an optical trap created by far o
resonance optical beams~FORT trap! using standard tech
niques@6#. Following Ref.@5# we define the following col-
lective atomic states: the ground stateug&5) j ubj&5ub1b2•

••bN&, the singly excited stateur j&5ub1•••r j•••bN&, and
the doubly excited stateur j r k&5ub1•••r j•••r k•••bN&. The
interaction Hamiltonian governing the coupling of levelsub&
and ur & assuming zero atom-field detuning is taken to beV̂

5V̂d1V̂dd where 2Vd /\5( jV j ur j&^gu1( j ,k. jVkur j r k&
3^r j u1H.c. describes the electric-dipole atom-field coupli
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in the rotating wave approximation, andVdd /\
5( j ,k. jD jkur j r k&^r j r ku describes the dipole-dipole interac
tion of two excited atoms. HereV j52^r j ud̂ubj&E(r j )/\,
where d̂ is the dipole moment operator, and the positi
dependent optical field isE(r j )5@E(r j )/2#e2ıvt1c.c. The
dipole-dipole shift in the case of dipole moments align
parallel to the vector separating the atoms is given byD jk

52 f (n)e2a0
2/ur j2r ku3 with e the electronic charge anda0

the Bohr radius. The numerical factorf (n);n6 for a level
with principal quantum numbern @7#.

We will be interested in the limit whereD jk@uV j u so that
we can safely neglect triply excited states and higher.
arbitrary N atom state vector can be written in this limit a
uc(t)&5cg(t)ug&1( j c̃ j (t)ur j&1( j ,k. j c̃ jk(t)ur j r k&. We can
obtain analytical estimates of the dynamics by consider
the atomic evolution due to a field that is pulsed on to exc
a transition to a Rydberg state and has a spatially unifo
intensity such thatV j5Veıf j . We neglect the atomic motion
during a pulse so thatf j is taken as constant. Incorporatin
the phasesf j5k•r j for a traveling wave with wave vectork
into the amplitudescj5 c̃ je

2ıf j and cjk5 c̃ jke2ı(f j 1fk), as-
suming all coefficientscj equal, and adiabatically eliminat
ing the doubly excited state, the normalized singly exci
symmetric state can be written as

us&5
1

AN
(

j
eıf j ur j& ~1!

FIG. 1. Numerical calculation of the probability of nonexcite
and doubly excited states after a Rydberg pulse as a function o
number of atoms. The inset shows the atomic level scheme.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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and has amplitudecs5ANcj . The Schro¨dinger equation re-
sults in

ċg52 i
ANV*

2
cs , ~2a!

ċs52 i
ANV

2
cg1 i

~N21!uVu2

2D̄dd

cs , ~2b!

with D̄dd5@N(N21)/2#@( j ,k. j1/D jk#21. Solving Eqs.~2!
with the initial conditioncg(0)51 ~this is readily achieved
with optical pumping techniques! we find ucs(t)u2

5 l 21sin2@(ANluVu/2)t# with l 511(N21)2uVu2/4ND̄dd
2 .

Thus at timet5p/(ANluVu) we have rotated the groun
state to the singly excited symmetric stateus& with probabil-
ity Psingle51/l and since Eqs.~2! conserve probability
ucg(t)u25Pzero512Psingle. The unwanted leakage into th
doubly excited states at the end of thep pulse is found by
summing over the doubly excited probabilities resulting i

Pdouble; (
j ,k. j

ucjku2;
N21

2l

uVu2

D̄dd
2

. ~3!

We can estimate the fidelity of preparation of a sing
excited state starting withN trapped atoms using physica
parameters of87Rb as an example. The results shown in F
1 assume that the atoms are randomly distributed in a sp
of 5 mm diameter and that we are using then550 Rydberg
levels. A quantum defect calculation shows that a pair
atoms with the maximum separation of 5mm subject to a
hybridizing dc field experience a dipole-dipole shift
D/2p;100 MHz. Using uVu/2p51 MHz we see that the
probability of creating a state with zero or two excitatio
grows linearly withN ~the average interatomic spacing a
D̄dd stay roughly constant as atoms are added! and remains
less than 331025 for up to N5500 atoms.

After creating the singly excited state we apply ap pulse
at v8 to transfer the single-atom excitation to the low
ground stateua&. The collective atomic state after this puls
sequence is proportional to (1/AN)( j 51

N eıf j ub1•••aj

•••bN&, which has the same functional form as Eq.~1!. It
can be shown that corrections to theN atom results due to
spontaneous emission areO(NgR /D̄dd) with gR the Rydberg
level spontaneous decay rate. The correction is negligible
experimental conditions of interest with up to several tho
sand atoms. It should be noted that it is essential for h
fidelity preparation that the pulses be applied sequentia
Applying bothv andv8 simultaneously leads to large am
plitude multiple excited leakage fromub& to ua& due to mul-
tiphoton Raman processes.

One application of this many-atom entangled state is
load an array of optical traps with a single-atom in each o
for use as a quantum computer@4#. In that application the
dipole blockade mechanism can also be used between
cent qubit sites to implement two-qubit logic gates@8#. With
N atoms in a given lattice site we use the above procedur
prepare the stateua&. To eject theN21 atoms remaining in
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stateub& we apply an optical beam that causes strong m
chanical forces onub& but only weak forces onua&. One
possibility is to use a beam with a waist a few times larg
than the FORT beam waistwFORT and with a frequencyveject
that is tuned to the red ofvea and to the blue ofveb as
shown in Fig. 1. This gives repulsive gradient forces onub&
and attractive forces onua& as shown numerically in Fig. 2
In the left-hand plot we see that the combined potential fr
the FORT beam and the eject beam is strongly repulsive
ub&, but attractive with only a small shift in the position o
the minimum forua&. The net acceleration of atoms in sta
ub& due to the FORT and eject beams is positive caus
motion to the right over the entire region occupied by t
atom cloud. After a characteristic timet1 determined by
1
2 at1

25wFORT with a5F/m the net acceleration, atoms i
stateub& will be swept free of the FORT potential,leaving
single atom in stateua& behind. Using the parameters in Fi
2 we get t1;40 ms. Note that since the indistinguishab
atoms are in an entangled superposition state we ca
speak of 1 atom left behind in the trap andN21 ejected until
a measurement or decoherence has caused projection o
wave function. Finally it should be emphasized that althou
several experiments have achieved single-atom loading
optical traps, they have relied on stochastic loading into
tremely small volumes@9#. High fidelity single-atom loading
is essential for filling a large number of traps in a neut
atom quantum processor@10#.

As suggested in Ref.@5# a deterministic beam of atom
can also be generated using the entangled ensemble. W
a protocol very similar to that described above for sing
atom loading but now start by optically pumping the trapp
atoms to stateua&. A sequence ofp pulses onv8 andv will
transfer a single excitation toub& which can be ejected from
the trap as described above. Pulses containing several a
can be created using multiply excited states. Numerical e
mates using the parameters in the preceding paragraph s
that kHz rate atomic pulses can be created.

The direction of the ejected atoms will be determined
the positioning of the eject beam with respect to the FO
which provides a means of scanning the ejected atoms.
transverse spread of the atomic beam will be determined
gradients in the eject beam, as well as fluctuations due
spontaneous emission. For the 1 GHz detuning used in
numerical example of Fig. 2 the number of photons scatte
from atoms inub& during a t1;40 ms eject pulse isnscat

FIG. 2. Potentials~left! and acceleration~right! for atom ejection
with the eject beam centered 3mm to the left of the FORT beam
Calculations for 87Rb with wFORT55 mm, PFORT5100 mW,
lFORT51.06mm, weject510 mm, Peject59 mW, (veject2veb)/2p
51 GHz, andTatomic530 mK.
3-2
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FIG. 3. Fields used for state preparation and angular emission probabilities~arb. units on linear scale! at l450.78mm for N510,20, and
50 atoms randomly positioned within a 5mm diameter sphere.
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;21. ~The corresponding number of photons scattered fr
atoms in ua& for which the detuning is25.8 GHz is only
about 0.6.! This results in an rms momentum transfer due
spontaneous emission that is about a tenth of the cohe
impulse after an eject timet1 . The emitted beam will there
fore be well collimated. It is also feasible to move atoms
controlled distance using traveling dipole force fields
demonstrated recently in Ref.@11#. The flexibility of optical
control of the beam direction opens the potential of ma
applications in areas that include optical lattice neutral at
quantum computers, atomic interferometers, precision l
level current sources, and also nanofabrication tasks at
single-atom level.

We turn now to the creation of a phased array sing
photon source with a diffraction-limited emission patte
When the optical fields propagate through the sample, at
will be excited with position dependent relative phases a
Eq. ~1!. This results in an entangled state with a phase st
ture that mimics the phase of the exciting beam and can
used to create a single-photon source with well-defined
rectionality. While previous work has achieved single-pho
sources with a controlled emission direction by coupling
microcavities@12# our approach results in a source emiss
pattern that is reconfigurable and is defined by the struc
of the preparation optical fields. Referring to Fig. 3, fields
v1 and v2 with Rabi frequenciesV1 and V2 drive a two-
photon transitionua&→ue&→ur & to the Rydberg levelur & in
an N-atom ensemble. The effective Rabi frequency for
two-photon process acting on atomj is uVueif11 if2

5(uV1ueif1(r j )uV2ueif2(r j ))/2De , wheref1 and f2 are the
phases of fieldsv1 , v2 at the atomic positionr j and De
5v12vea . As long asPdoublegiven by Eq.~3! is small only
transitions to states with a single excited atom are energ
cally allowed and we have an effective dipole blockade. U
der these conditions an ensemble of atoms inua& subjected to
a p-pulse applied onua&→ur & produces the entangled sym
metric superposition stateuc&5(2 i /AN)( je

ı(f1 j 1f2 j )ur j&.
The phasesfm j5km•r j are simply the phase of themth laser
field (;eı(km•r2vmt)) at the positionr j of the j th atom.

We now apply ap-pulse withv3 tuned to theur &→ue&
single-photon transition. The wave function is then tra
formed into

uc&5
21

AN
(

j
eı(f1 j 1f2 j 2f3 j )uej&. ~4!
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This state will radiate into a variety of modes with all th
atoms in stateua& and a single-photon propagating in dire
tion k4. The amplitude for emission into stateug,1k4

&5ua1

•••aj•••aN,1k4
& is proportional to

^g,1k4
u~ek4

•d̂!âk4

† e2ik4•ruc,0k4
&

52(
j

^guek4
•d̂uej&e

2i(k42k12k21k3)•r j

AN
, ~5!

whereek4
is the polarization of the emitted photon andâk4

† is

the creation operator for a photon in modek4. Assuming an
isotropic angular distribution from the atomic matrix eleme
gives for the angular distribution

P~k4!}
1

N U(
j

e2i(k42k12k21k3)•r jU2

. ~6!

Note that the emission is highly directional; in the directi
k45k11k22k3 the phases are zero for each atom givi
P(k4)5N while for other directions the phase factors b
come random andP(k4);1. A calculation of the angular
distribution, assuming an isotropic atomic matrix element
shown in Fig. 3. The width of the central emission peak
determined by diffraction. ForN550 the numerical value for
the FWHM agrees to better than 10% with the diffracti
estimate ofl/D, whereD is the diameter of the phased ato
cloud.

FIG. 4. Angular directionu of the photon emitted alongk4 for
collinear Rydberg excitation beamsk1 , k2, and k3 tilted by an
anglef.
3-3
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It is evident from Eq.~6! that the angular pattern of th
emitted single-photon beam bears a close analogy with f
wave mixing. If we arrange fork252k1 the photon will be
emitted in a phase conjugate mode withk452k3. For a
single-photon source it is more convenient to have the e
ted photon angularly separated from the other beams
shown in Fig. 4. By setting the waist size of thek1 , k2 , k3
beams to be much larger than the size of the atomic di
bution all atoms will to a good approximation be driven
the same optical intensities so that the accuracy of the pr
ration Rabi pulses will be high. The angular divergence
the emitted pulse will be determined by the size of t
atomic cloud, as seen in Fig. 3.

Several factors can contribute to angular broadening
the emitted mode. The atomic motion during a 3ms se-
quence of preparation pulses, accounting for the charact
tic speed of 30mK 87Rb atoms, isDx;0.15mm, which is
about 1/5 of the emission wavelength. The contribution
gn
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this motional dephasing to broadening of the emission m
is a subject of current study. Imperfect dipole blockade le
ing to the doubly excited states can also degrade the sin
photon fidelity. We note that this will be strongly suppress
by angular selection since the contribution to emission alo
k4 due to a doubly excited Rydberg state channel is prop
tional to (1/N)u( je

ı(k422(k11k2)1k3)u2, which is not phase
matched along the directionu selected in Fig. 4. Finally we
note that by employing an excited levelue& that is not dipole
coupled to the ground state it will be possible to create
tangled two-photon pairs with similar beamlike emissi
properties.

This material is based upon work supported by the U.
Army Research Office under Contract Number DAAD19-0
1-0083, NSF and NASA. M. S. was supported by the A.
Sloan Foundation.
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